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SUMMARY
In this paper we describe the design and implementation of an integrated monitoring and debugging
system for a distributed real-time computer system. The monitor provides continuous, transparent
monitoring capabilities throughout a real-time system’s lifecycle with bounded, minimal, predictable
interference by using software support. The monitor is flexible enough to observe both high-level events
that are operating system- and application-specific, as well as low-level events such as shared variable
references. We present a novel approach to monitoring shared variable references that provides transparent monitoring with low overhead. The monitor is designed to support tasks such as debugging realtime applications, aiding real-time task scheduling, and measuring system performance. Since debugging
distributed real-time applications is particularly difficult, we describe how the monitor can be used to
debug distributed and parallel applications by deterministic execution replay.
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INTRODUCTION
Distributed real-time systems are a complex environment from the perspectives of
software design, development, testing, and operation. Monitoring distributed realtime systems is a difficult challenge that must be met if software designers, system
architects, and performance evaluators are to measure, debug, test, and develop
systems efficiently. A key requirement for real-time system monitors is low overhead,
but even more important is predictable overhead.
Monitoring can be defined as the measurement, collection, and processing of
information about the execution of tasks in a computer system. System characteristics
may complicate this task. A real-time system requires the monitor itself to operate
under strict reliability and performance constraints. The reliability constraints require
that the monitored system and the monitor continue to operate in the presence of
static or dynamic failures. The performance constraints require that the interference
caused to the system by the monitor’s presence must be predictable, minimal,1 and
bounded. In particular, the monitor must not introduce or hide timing errors.
Distribution also imposes constraints on the monitor. Distributed systems lack
both global state information and a sense of global time. There is no total ordering
defined over events that occur on different nodes. Monitored data must be collected
from several sites and integrated to obtain a coherent view of the system. Further,
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when tasks run in parallel, their behavior can be nondeterministic. The monitor
must support the deterministic replay of applications for effective debugging.
This paper introduces HMON, a monitor for an experimental distributed realtime system called the Hexagonal Architecture for Real-Time Systems (HARTS)
being developed in the Real-Time Computing Laboratory at the University of
Michigan. Our goal is to provide a real-time monitor integrated with its environment
to support tasks such as debugging distributed real-time applications, aiding realtime task scheduling, and measuring performance. We perform the monitoring
transparently, so the programmer does not need to add special code to applications.
The monitor provides continuous monitoring capabilities throughout a real-time
system’s lifecycle, from design and testing to production. The monitor supports the
deterministic replay of distributed real-time applications to aid debugging. Our
monitor is flexible enough to observe both high-level events that are operating
system- and application-specific, and low-level events like shared variable references.
Our method of monitoring shared variables is novel and transparent. The monitor
uses software integrated into the system call libraries for flexible, transparent monitoring. We also dedicate some system hardware to the monitor to minimize interference with the measured system, but no special hardware is required. Our system
is intended for general-purpose real-time multiprocessors. Although our techniques
were developed for the HARTS environment, they may be applied to other realtime systems. Our approach is unique because we perform transparent monitoring
and deterministic replay on a distributed real-time system without adding any special
hardware such as a bus probe or a hardware instruction counter.
2-7
Monitoring and debugging are topics of active research. Software monitors are
popular because they allow users to view the monitored system at various levels of
complexity or abstraction. These monitors are also independent of low-level hardware details, such as data bus width or memory cycle time, and are flexible because
they are easily modified, not being etched in silicon. They can also be integrated into
the operating system and programming environments. However, typical monitors are
invasive and not applicable to real-time systems because of their unpredictable
interference. They typically run on the same CPU as the monitored tasks, so their
interference effects can be considerable. Ad hoc solutions such as turning off the
real-time clock or altering timeout values during monitoring operations, as suggested
in References 8 and 9, will not work when the system interacts with the real world
or uses asynchronous interrupts.
10
Simulators have been used as flexible software debugging tools. However, it is
difficult to simulate a complex distributed real-time system, or validate the correctness of simulations. Simulated execution is also much slower than execution
replay.
11-14
can provide detailed, low-level information about
Passive hardware monitors
a system, such as communication activities, memory accesses, and I/O patterns with
little interference to the monitored system. However, hardware monitors do not
support the interactive modification of task execution that is necessary to support
debugging. It is also difficult to use hardware monitors in computer systems which
include such complexities as on-chip cache memories, coprocessor, and parallel or
distributed processors.
A number of monitoring
and debugging systems have been developed specifically
15–19
In. addition, some techniques developed for debugging
for real-time systems.
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distributed systems may safely be applied to real-time systems during replay since
interference during replay does not alter program execution. However, interactive
debugging of real-time programs without deterministic replay is not sufficient because
debugging commands can destroy the timing-dependent nature of real-time systems.
Similarly, breakpoints must only be inserted during replay to maintain the consistent
timing behavior of the system. Breakpoints inserted during normal execution, as in
References 20 and 21, can nondeterministically alter the execution of a distributed
real-time program. The halted process may timeout, since the real-time clock continues to run while the process is suspended. Tasks that are not suspended will
continue to run and alter the system state. Breakpoints can safely be used during
replay because
event timing is maintained.
22
Tsai et al. offer a low-interference monitoring-and-replay system for debugging
real-time uniprocessors. There are four differences between their technique and
ours. First, they do not support parallel or distributed systems. Second, their monitor
records considerably more data than ours. For example, a six byte AND Immediate
instruction on a MC68000 generates 256 bytes of log data. We do not monitor
individual instructions, which saves space but lowers the resolution of our monitor.
Third, their dual processor unit causes unpredictable interference on the target
system by generating an interrupt for every event monitored. While HMON adds
more overhead, it is predictable. Finally, their approach can reproduce asynchronous
interrupts only if the CPU has a hardware instruction counter. Without this special
hardware, they cannot perform deterministic replay. HMON supports deterministic
replay without a hardware instruction counter.
23 24
Bugnet ’ is an older system that provides interactive replay for debugging
distributed programs without using any special hardware. However, it does not
reproduce the exact timing of events, and it uses checkpoints, which are too intrusive
for real-time systems. HMON records all events that occur on a processor in a single
event log and
replays events without altering their timing.
25
Tai et al suggest a system-independent language-level approach to deterministic
execution replay for concurrent Ada programs. Synchronization events are used to
replay the monitored application. However, their system does not support shared
variable operations as synchronization events, and it does not consider issues such
as real-time clock values or dynamic task creation. HMON supports shared variable
operations, the real-time clock, and dynamic task creation, at the expense of losing
language-level generality.
THE HARTS SYSTEM
HMON is a monitoring and debugging environment for HARTS, an experimental
distributed real-time system used for research in the Real-Time Computing Laboratory at the University of Michigan. A primary feature of HARTS is its hexagonal
26
mesh interconnection network (see Figure 1 ). This network architecture has several
attractive features for general-purpose real-time systems: simple interconnections,
efficient message routing, and high fault tolerance. Each node on the network is
directly connected to six neighbors using point-to-point serial links. The nodes
themselves are shared memory multiprocessors, each consisting of one or more
application processors, a network processor, an Ethernet processor, and a system
controller. The application processors run the experimental HARTOS distributed
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Figure 1. Hexagonal mesh network
28

27
operating system kernel, which we are developing on top of the pSOS uniprocessor real-time kernel. The network processor handles all internode and intranode
communication to reduce operating system overhead on the application processors.
Synchronous signals and messages can be used to communicate between tasks on
the same application processor, on different application processors, or on different
nodes.
The HARTS system provides a good testbed for monitoring and debugging since
it supports applications that are parallel, distributed, or uniprocessor. HARTS
also provides a testbed for monitoring and debugging applications with real-time
characteristics.

MONITOR ARCHITECTURE
The HMON monitor is a distributed software monitor that runs on a dedicated
application processor, called the monitor’ processor (MP), on each node of HARTS
(see Figure 2 ). Additional code to collect data runs on the network processor and the
application processors of each node (see Figure 3 ). Each processor’s local memory is
accessible to other processors. The monitor processor logs the data on an external
user workstation. Though the data collection code interferes with the system being
monitored, in our system this interference is low, predictable, and accounted for in
CPU and network scheduling. Since the monitoring code is always running, the
interference is the same during normal execution as during development. Further,
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Figure 2. Structure of a HARTS node

Figure 3. Monitor data collection

the interference does not change during replay. Since this deterministic interference
can be measured, the monitoring code is a predictable part of the application.
The monitoring can be divided into three phases: data extraction on the application
processors and network processor, data compression on the monitoring processor,
and data logging on an external workstation. Data on monitored events is acquired
through code inserted into the monitored system. We acquire much of our data by
monitoring system calls and context switches transparently. HMON monitors interrupts and shared variable references to allow deterministic replay of tasks for
debugging. HMON also provides monitoring calls which programmers can use to
monitor any activity not monitored by default. The overhead of this monitoring is
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low because the data records are only 16 bytes long, on average, and because
monitored events are relatively infrequent. All extracted data is sent to the monitor
processor, which orders and compresses it before sending it to the user workstation
for logging.
The classes of events monitored are: pSOS system calls, HARTOS system calls,
context switches, interrupts, shared variable references, and application-specific
events. We now describe how we monitor each type of event.
Monitoring system calls
We monitor all pSOS and HARTOS system calls by modifying the existing system
call libraries to include monitoring code. No kernel changes are necessary because
only the library routines that marshal the arguments for C programs are modified.
HMON monitors interprocess communication system calls, such as message and
signal processing, to order distributed events in the manner described in Reference
29. Process management calls, such as creating and deleting processes, are also
monitored to follow process interactions. Time management calls that set or read
the clock are monitored to record real-time properties for debugging. The calling
task’s process ID and the call parameters are collected by the monitoring code. To
collect data such as the message ID, remote communication system calls are also
monitored by the network processor.
Monitoring context switches
We monitor all context switch events through a hook provided by the pSOS
kernel. The process IDs of the tasks being switched in and switched out are logged.
Task scheduling and CPU usage are determined by studying the order and timing
of these events.
Monitoring interrupts
Interrupts are asynchronous sources of input data that can affect the execution of
a real-time application. Recording the occurrence of an interrupt and the data
transferred with it is straightforward. The difficulty is that the ‘time’ that the interrupt
occurred is needed in order to replay it.
We insert monitoring code into interrupt handlers to log where each interrupt
occurs within the dynamic execution trace of a process, so that its timing can be
reproduced. Reproducibility is guaranteed by recording an instruction counter (IC)
value for each interrupt. This IC value is a count of the total number of instructions
that have 30been executed by the process. The IC can be maintained by special
hardware by counting the machine instructions as they are executed by the processor. Commercial processors do not have hardware instruction counters, so we
simulate a counter by using a software instruction counter (SIC) to count backward
branches, traps, and subroutine calls, as described in Reference 31. The SIC value
and program counter value together define a unique state in a task execution. We
can reproduce an interrupt by invoking the interrupt handler at the state defined by
these values.
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Monitoring shared variables
For tightly-coupled multiprocessors, such as the nodes in HARTS, shared variables
enable fast, efficient interprocess communication. However, applications that use
shared variables are difficult to debug since the order of shared variable operations
is often nondeterministic. The key to debugging such applications is to monitor the
order of shared variable accesses. We have developed a novel method to monitor
these accesses with low overhead which enables the events to be deterministically
replayed.
The HARTOS operating system does not currently provide support for shared
variables. We therefore provide language library routines that coordinate access to
shared variables and perform the monitoring. We chose to implement a mutual
exclusion protocol because of its simplicity and low overhead. Concurrent reader
protocols could be used instead of mutual exclusion on a more tightly coupled system
than HARTS.
Protocol details
Our method for monitoring shared variables is based on the insight that read
operations do not need to be replayed in the exact order that they originally occurred.
The relative timing of other read operations does not matter, only that of write
operations. In fact, a read operation can be replayed at any point between the two
write operations that bound it—the last write operation before it and the first write
operation after it. This insight enables us to support deterministic replay by only
logging write operations.
Each shared variable is associated with a set of access counters, one for each
process that uses the variable. Each access counter keeps track of the number of
times the variable is read or written by the corresponding process. These access
counter values are used to reproduce the order of access when the tasks are replayed
for debugging.
The subroutine to synchronize read operations (see Figure 4 ) uses a semaphore
to guarantee exclusive access to the shared variable. The subroutine increments the
Shared-Read (Variable, &Value, Process)
{
if (REPLAY) {
CurrentEntry = ReadMonitorBuffer();
while (Variable.AccessCount[Process] ==
CurrentEntry.Variable.AccessCount[Process]){
pause;
CurrentEntry = ReadMonitorBuffer();
}
}
P(Variable.Lock);
Variable. AccessCount [Process]++ ;
Value = Variable.Value;
V(Variable. Lock);
}
Figure 4. Read shared variable algorithm
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reading task’s access count for that variable and performs the read before releasing
the semaphore. During replay, a task can only read a shared variable if all preceding
write operations have been replayed. This will be the case if the task’s access count
is less than the value recorded in the next logged write event of the monitor log. If
the two values are equal, a pending write must take place before the access counter
changes, so the reading task must wait for the next write to be replayed.
The shared variable write subroutine (see Figure 5 ) also uses a semaphore to
guarantee exclusive access to the shared variable. All of the variable’s access counter
values are recorded in the monitor log before the writing task’s access count is
incremented and the write operation is performed. During replay, a writing task
must wait until all preceding read and write operations have occurred. Once the
variable’s access counts match the recorded values in the logged write event, all of
the logged operations have been replayed so the write can take place.
Figure 6 shows a sample synchronized execution of three parallel tasks accessing
a single shared variable. The access counter values written to the log and the values
in memory after each operation is completed are listed to the right. During replay,
the first two read operations are allowed to happen in any order. The third read
would be forced to wait until after the first write. Only after this write would the
next log entry hold the access counter values (5,8, 11) of the second write, allowing
the read to occur since the recorded counter value (11) exceeds the current value
(10). In addition, each write operation would be forced to be replayed in exactly
the same order as logged.
The access counters we use are a class of monotonically increasing timestamps.
Other researchers have used similar ideas in different contexts. For example, the
SharedWrite (Variable, NewValue, Process)
{
if (REPLAY) {
Current Entry = ReadMonitorBuffer();
while ((Process != CurrentEntry.Process) or
(Variable.AccessCount [0..N] <
CurrentEntry.Variable.AccessCount [0.. N] )) {
pause;
CurrentEntry = ReadMonitorBuffer();
}
P(Variable.Lock);
IncrementMonitorBufferPointer();
Variable.AccessCount [process]++ ;
Variable.Value = NewValue;
V(Variable.Lock);
} else {
P(Variable.Lock);
WriteMonitorBuffer(Variable, Process, VariableAccessCount [0.. N]);
Variable.AccessCount [Process]++ ;
ariable.Value = NewValue;
V(Variable.Lock);
}
}

Figure 5. Write shared variable algorithm
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(5,8,11)

(6,8,11)

Figure 6. Shared variable synchronization example

protocol described in Reference 29 uses monotonically increasing timestamps. To
the best of our knowledge, the first
use of monotonic timestamps for distributed
32
debugging was by Schiffenbauer, in a loosely-coupled environment of Xerox Alto
workstations. This system used the notion of a logical clock which was automatically
incremented by the Alto hardware at regular intervals. However, their approach
differs from ours in significant ways. The logical clock corresponding to a process
in this system progressed whether or not the process itself was active. Unfortunately,
that view resulted in some problems. For example, they describe considerable
difficulty in extending the concept to debugging a group of processes that share a
monitor. That would suggest that their technique is not applicable to debugging
processes that share variables.
Monitoring shared variable operations in order to replay
execution was first
33
introduced in a debugging system called Instant Replay. Although HMON and
Instant Replay monitor shared variables differently, the goals are similar. Instant
Replay enables parallel programs to be debugged by reproducing their execution
behavior. All process interactions are modeled as operations on shared objects. For
each shared object, the system maintains a version number and a count of the
number of times the version was read. Write operations increment the current
version number. Each task logs the current version number of each shared object
as it is accessed.
Instant Replay works well for parallel applications, but is not applicable to realtime systems because unlike HMON, it does not monitor timing behavior, context
switches, or system calls. Instant Replay also loses some information about timing
errors because each task records data in its own log. In order to detect scheduling
errors and other timing errors, we use a common log for all tasks on a processor to
totally order monitored operations. In addition, our method requires us to log data
only for write operations, not for all references. Read operations are replayed
correctly from the data logged by the write operations. Therefore, HMON uses less
log space if the number of shared variable read operations dominates the number
of writes. Finally, Instant Replay adds unnecessary complexity by modeling message
passing operations as operations on shared memory. HMON handles message passing
by monitoring the system calls that process messages.
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Monitoring application events
Application-specific events are extracted from user tasks through calls to a monitoring procedure that the programmer inserts as appropriate. While such calls will affect
the running time of the application tasks, the effects of the monitor code are
predictable because its execution time is constant.
PROCESSING MONITORED DATA
Special monitor code runs on its own processor on each HARTS node in order to
reduce the interference from the monitor. We refer to this processor as the monitor
processor. We dedicate a processor to the monitor to allow monitored data to be
processed locally on the node without hampering the real-time tasks on other
processors. Because the monitor processor shares memory with the application
processors, it is able to provide scheduling feedback and debugging support. Either
the Ethernet processor or an application processor could be dedicated as the monitor
processor. We chose an application processor to demonstrate generality and applicability to other shared memory multiprocessors.
A block of memory on the monitor processor is dedicated to holding monitored
data for each application processor. Data extraction code on the application processors writes data directly to the monitor processor memory over the node’s shared
system bus. The monitor processor retrieves the data from the application processor
buffers by periodic polling. Thus, application processors are not affected if a monitor
processor fails. More importantly, monitoring can be enabled at any time, without
changing the interference, simply by starting to poll. This means production systems
can be debugged after development. Post-development debugging is identified in
Reference 34 as an issue important to users. It is especially vital in real-time systems
since they may be operated and maintained for tens of years.
The monitor processor creates a partial order for events on different application
processors by periodic sampling. At regular intervals, the monitor processor samples
the status of each application processor buffer into another log. Each pair of
consecutive samples defines a time interval. Each monitored event occurs between
two consecutive samplings, so events on any application processor during two different intervals are totally ordered.
Before sending the data from the node to an external user-level process running
on a non-real-time workstation outside the HARTS system, each monitor processor
compresses the log data in order to reduce overhead and transmission time. The
user process receives and archives data coming in from all monitor processors so
that the events can be replayed for debugging. The monitor processors use the
Ethernet controller on each node to send their data to the user workstation. The
real-time hexagonal mesh network remains unaffected by the transmission of data
over the Ethernet.
USING THE MONITOR FOR DEBUGGING
The HMON monitor is intended to be a general-purpose monitor suitable for many
tasks. One important task is debugging distributed real-time applications. A common
and effective method of debugging is cyclic debugging, where the programmer follows
a cycle of executing the application, watching for errors, modifying the code, and
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re-executing to observe the results. However, distributed real-time applications do
not lend themselves to cyclic debugging for two reasons. Firstly, they are often
nondeterministic: two executions of the same application with the same input data
may not generate the same output. Program execution is nondeterministic because
the timing of interactions between tasks may vary. Secondly, modifying the code of
a real-time application can nondeterministically change the results by altering the
timing and order of events.
HMON supports debugging by providing deterministic replay of distributed realtime applications. While the code of the application must not be modified, HMON
enables the programmer to deterministically replay an monitored execution in order
to study an application in detail.
HMON provides support for deterministic replay on HARTS by allowing the user
to correctly reconstruct the timing and execution of monitored events. Events during
replay do not match the original execution in ‘wall clock time’ but the effects on the
tasks are the same. Real time is mapped to software instruction counter and realtime clock values, which are recorded. In all respects, the replayed execution matches
the original, although it is slower if breakpoints are used.
There are two sources of nondeterminism in HARTS: interrupts and shared
variable accesses. Because interrupts cause an unscheduled transfer of control, their
timing can alter the execution of an application. The order that each process gains
access to shared variables can also alter the resulting execution because of race
conditions.
HMON can reproduce an interrupt during replay because it records the task’s
software instruction counter value when an interrupt occurs. During replay, the
interrupt is invoked by a trap instruction inserted into the application code at
the same program counter and software instruction counter value. This technique
guarantees that interrupts occur deterministically in replay.
Shared variable accesses are also replayed in the original order. During replay,
HMON guarantees the same order of write operations by ensuring that the access
counters have the same value as during the original execution. Write operations that
start too soon are suspended until the access counters reach the correct values. Read
operations need not occur in their original order, but they do need to occur between
the same two write operations. HMON uses the access counters recorded in the log
from the write operations to ensure that reads happen during the correct interval.
Tasks also interact through messages and signals. Tasks cause these synchronous
events through systems calls. HMON can deterministically replay these events
because it records their order. Recording the order of these events is sufficient
because replayed tasks will generate the same data values if the order of events is
the same. However, both the order and value of data items received from the
environment and the real-time clock must be recorded since these are not generated
by replayed tasks. Monitoring code collects this data during system calls.
Debugging is straightforward once deterministic replay is guaranteed. On a single
processor, tasks are scheduled in the same order because all interprocess events and
clock interrupts are replayed. Across processors, the monitoring routines ensure
correct synchronization. Interprocess events that occur too soon during replay are
suspended waiting for the matching remote event. The programmer can insert
breakpoints in any task of a distributed application. When the breakpoint is taken,
all tasks that interact with the halted task will eventually become suspended, waiting
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for the halted task to complete some message, signal, or shared variable operation.
Once the halted task is resumed, execution will continue for all tasks. Waiting tasks
will not suffer from timing errors, such as real-time clock timers running out, because
all interrupts are deterministically replayed as they occurred in the original execution.
Once a process is halted by breakpoint, the programmer can conduct detailed
observations of the state of the processor, including register values and memory
contents. Additional breakpoints can be set before execution is resumed. The entire
execution trace can be replayed as many times as necessary.
35
Johnson states that two fundamental capabilities of a debugger are control over
execution flow and control over the program’s data state. Debuggers for distributed
real-time systems must also be able to control the timing of asynchronous events,
task scheduling, and the order of interprocessor events. HMON provides full replay
of the order and timing of events, as well as task scheduling. System execution can
be studied in detail, but event order and timing cannot be altered since this could
nondeterministically change the execution. Enabling a programmer to alter an
execution during replay could greatly improve the debugging of distributed real-time
systems. We are studying the feasibility and implications of this concept.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
In order to determine the interference of the monitor, we have timed the performance
overhead on several operations. This interference is low and predictable, so the realtime properties of the system are not violated. Timing measurements were made by
performing each operation between 1000 and 1,000,000 times, recording the elapsed
time, and then averaging over the number of iterations. Over so many iterations,
any irregularities in the kernel clock are effectively suppressed. The clock values
were read from the pSOS kernel software clock, which is accurate to 1 millisecond.
The first set of data displays the interference of the monitoring code on a sample
set of pSOS system calls from a C-language application (see Table I ). Each call
takes an average of 20 µs longer.
Our second table displays the interference of monitoring on shared variable
references (see Table II ). These values represent the time required for a C-language
application to call the shared variable synchronization subroutines. The monitoring
overhead on individual read operations is only 17 per cent. The high overhead on
writes will have lower impact on actual applications because reads commonly dominate writes. If the ratio of reads to writes is 4 to 1, the average overhead drops to
Table I. Monitor interference on pSOS System calls
System call
spawn_p
activate_p
delete_p
signal_v
send_x
req_x

Time (µs)
Without monitoring
With monitoring
(create process)
(start process)
(delete process)
(send signal)
(send message)
(receive message)

201·2
152·3
208·4
95·3
119·9
110·7

222·9
174·0
230·1
114·4
139·5
129·9
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Table II. Monitor interference on shared variable operations
Operation

Time (µS)
With monitoring
Without monitoring
21·82
21·76

Read shared variable
Write shared variable

25·57
45·02

Table III. Monitor interference on FFT polynomial multiplication
Degree of polynomials
32
16

Measurement
8
Time (s)
6·908
Time with HMON
7·080
Time difference
0·172
HMON overhead (per cent) 2·5

18·116
18·518
0·402
2·2

44·973
45·994
0·971
2·1

64
107,771
110·064
2·293
2·1

Table IV. Monitor interference on busy beaver task
Clock interrupt frequency (Hz)
HMON overhead (per cent)

100
0·01

250
0·07

500
0·29

750
0·66

1000
1·2

33

35 per cent. We cannot compare our performance to that of Instant Replay,
since the overhead incurred on individual operations is not stated in Reference 33.
However, the overhead on an entire application execution can be compared.
Our third table shows the interference on a sample bounded buffer application of
polynomial multiplication with one producer and one consumer on parallel processors. The producer task generated two arrays of random polynomial coefficients
in shared memory, and then signalled the consumer task. The consumer multiplied
these polynomials using Fast Fourier transforms and then requested another set of
numbers. This sequence repeated for 100 iterations. Our measurements are presented
in Table III. While our overhead is greater than the 1 per cent incurred by Instant
Replay, Table IV shows that most of our overhead is from monitoring 1000 clock
tick system calls every second. We feel that the net overhead is low enough to be
acceptable for a real-time system monitor, since it is predictable.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a monitoring and debugging system for a distributed real-time
computer system that provides predictable, transparent monitoring. The monitor
uses software support and some dedicated system hardware for flexibility. Our
monitor enables deterministic replay of tasks by reproducing nondeterministic events.
Our approach to monitoring shared variables is novel and helps detect timing errors.
Our performance measurements have shown that the overhead of monitoring is
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acceptable. Our approach is applicable to other general-purpose real-time multiprocessors since we do not add any special hardware to the system.
In the current version of HMON, monitoring data is collected on all pSOS system
calls. HARTOS system calls are monitored at both the source and destination nodes.
Context switches and interrupt handlers have been instrumented with monitoring
and replay code. Shared variable synchronization, monitoring, and replay is supported. We provide a utility to instrument applications with software instruction
counter code. Preliminary code for the monitor processor collects data from the
application processors and displays the logs on a user workstation.
Additional work is continuing on this project to improve the debugging features.
An improved debugger user interface will be developed using the Gnu Debugger.
Code on the monitor processor and network processor will be further developed to
enhance replays and network monitoring, and support CPU scheduling. Finally, a
utility to analyze monitored data on a user workstation will be explored.
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